
Yoo-Sin 

 

Meaning 
Yoo-Sin is named after General Kim Yoo Sin, a commanding general 
during the Silla Dynasty. The sixty-eight movements refer to the last 
two figures of AD668, the year Korea was united. The ready posture 
signifies a sword drawn on the right rather than left side, symbolizing 
Yoo Sin’s mistake of following his King’s orders to fight with foreign 
forces against his own nation. 



Description 
Yoo-Sin is the second-longest of the Taekwon-Do patterns and it 
covers a lot of ground to include many and varied defensive and 
offensive combinations in every direction. 
 
In the early stages of the pattern, particular attention is paid to pivoting 
on the balls of both feet to quickly face an opponent or avoid an attack, 
culminating in four successive 90-degree pivots between walking stance 
and sitting stance in moves 16 to 19. Try to execute these moves 
smoothly with minimal raising of the body as you pivot.  
 
Similarly, control needs to be exercised when executing the waving 
kicks in moves 52 and 53, with the body remaining full facing and no 
movement in the shoulders. Also, make sure the body is full facing in 
the direction of the kick at the point of impact of the other new kick, 
the crescent kick, introduced in moves 55 and 58. 
 
There are sixty-eight moves in the pattern and its diagram is: 

 



 

Grading Syllabus 
Yoo-Sin is taught at 3rd Dan and forms part of the grading examination 
for 4th Dan. 

 

Techniques Introduced 

 

Stances 
• warrior ready stance B (moosa junbi sogi B) 

 

Defensive 
• sitting stance releasing motion (annun so baegi) 

• x-knife hand rising block (kyocha joomuk chookyo makgi) 

 

Offensive 
• u-shape punch (digutja jirugi) 

• waving kick (doro chagi) 

• back hand horizontal strike (sondung soopjong taerigi) 

• crescent kick (bandal chagi). 

 



 
Ready posture: warrior ready stance B. 



 
1. Move left foot sideways into sitting stance 

releasing motion by raising, at the same 
time, both elbows sharply to a horizontal 
position with the arms bent, hands open 
and palms facing down. 



 
2. Slide to the right and execute sitting stance 

left angle punch, turning the head in the 
direction of the punch. 

 



 
3. Slide to the left and execute sitting stance 

right angle punch, turning the head in the 
direction of the punch. Perform moves 2 and 
3 in a fast motion. 



 
4. Straighten the legs and execute right palm 

middle section hooking block. 



 
5. Resume the stance to execute sitting stance 

left middle section punch. 

 



 
6. Straighten the legs and execute left palm 

middle section hooking block. 



 
7. Resume the stance to execute sitting stance 

right middle section punch. 



 
8. Turn 450 counter clockwise, pivoting on the 

right foot and move the left foot forward into 
left walking stance left outer forearm high 
section side block 

 



 
9. Execute left walking stance right inner 

forearm circular block. 



 
10. Turn 90 degrees clockwise, pivoting on both 

feet into sitting stance left palm scooping 

block. 



 
11. Execute sitting stance right middle section 

punch. Perform moves 10 and 11 in a 

connecting motion. 
 



 
12. Move left foot next to right foot and then move 

the right foot forward into right walking stance 

right outer forearm high section side block. 



 
13. Execute right walking stance left inner 

forearm circular block. 



 
14. Turn 900 counter clockwise, pivoting on both 

feet into sitting stance right palm scooping 

block. 



 
15. Execute sitting stance left middle section 

punch. Perform moves 14 and 15 in a 

connecting motion. 



 
16. Turn 900 counter clockwise, pivoting on both 

feet into left walking stance right palm high 

section hooking block. 



 
17. Turn 900 clockwise, pivoting on both feet into 

sitting stance left middle section punch. 



 
18. Turn 900 clockwise, pivoting on both feet into 

right walking stance left palm high section 

hooking block. 



 
19. Turn 900 counter clockwise, pivoting on both 

feet into sitting stance right middle section 

punch. Perform moves 16 to 19 in a continuous 

motion. 



 
20. Turn 450 clockwise, pivoting on the left 

foot and step back with the right foot into 
left walking stance x-fist pressing block. 



 
21. Execute left walking stance x-knife hand rising 

block. Perform moves 20 and 21 in a 

continuous motion. 



 
22. Draw the hands down with the left palm 

covering the right fist in preparation for … 



 
… left walking stance right middle section punch, 
keeping the left palm in contact with the punching arm 
and finishing on top of the right elbow joint. 



 
23. Keeping the arms in same position, execute 

right low section front snap kick. 



 
24. Lower the right foot into right walking stance 

left middle section punch. 



 
25. Execute right walking stance x-fist pressing 

block. 



 
26. Execute right walking stance x-knife hand 

rising block.  Perform moves 25 and 26 in a 

continuous motion.



 
27. Execute right walking stance left middle 

section punch keeping the right palm in 

contact with the punching arm and finishing on 

top of the left elbow joint. 



 
28. Keeping the arms in the same position, 

execute left low section front snap kick. 



 
29. Lower the left foot into left walking stance 

right middle section punch. 



 
30. Step forward with the right foot into left L -

stance knife hand middle section guarding 

block. 



 
31. Step forward with the left foot into right L -

stance knife hand middle section guarding 

block. 



 
32. Step back with the left foot into left L -stance 

knife hand middle section guarding block. 



 
33. Step back with the right foot into right L -

stance knife hand middle section guarding 

block. 



 
34. Step forward with the right foot into right 

walking stance right double forearm high 

section block. 



 
35. Execute right walking stance left outer 

forearm low section block keeping the right 

arm in place from the previous block. Perform 

moves 34 and 35 in a fast motion. 



 
36. Step forward with the left foot into left 

walking stance left double forearm high 

section block. 



 
37. Execute left walking stance right outer 

forearm low section block keeping the left 

arm in place from the previous block. Perform 

moves 36 and 37 in a fast motion. 



 
38. Step forward with the right foot into right 

walking stance right middle section punch. 



 
39. Move the left foot forward diagonally to the 

centre line and turn … 



 
… 1800 counter clockwise, pivoting on the left foot 
and moving the right foot back into right L - stance 
reverse knife hand high section block. 



 
40. Move the right foot forward into closed ready 

stance C. 



 
41. Turn 450 clockwise, pivoting on the left foot 

and stamp down with the right foot into right 

walking stance twin fist upset punch. 



 
42. Move the right foot next to the left foot, turn 

900 counter clockwise, pivoting on the  right 

foot and stamp down with the left foot into 

left walking stance twin fist upset punch. 



 
43. Move the left foot next to the right foot, turn 

1350 clockwise, pivoting on the left foot and 

move the right foot forward into left L -stance 

right inner forearm middle section block. 



 
44. Execute left L-stance left middle section 

punch. 



 
45. Turn 900 counter clockwise, pivoting on the 

left foot and moving the right foot next to the 

left into closed stance right angle punch. 

Perform this move in a slow motion. 



 
46. Turn 900 counter clockwise, pivoting on the 

right foot and move the left foot forward into 

right L-stance left inner forearm middle 

section block. 



 
47. Execute right L-stance right middle section 

punch. 



 
48. Turn 90 degrees clockwise, pivoting on the 

right foot and moving the left foot next to the 

right into closed stance left angle punch. 

Perform this move in a slow motion. 



 
49. Turn 900 counter clockwise, pivoting on the 

right foot and move the left foot forward into 

left fixed stance U-shape punch. 



 
50. Move the left foot back to the right foot and 

then move the right foot forward into right 

fixed stance U-shape punch. 



 
51. Raise the right leg and stamp down with the 

right foot to the s ide of the left foot into 

sitting stance right back fist front strike.



 
52. Execute right waving kick and then … 



 
… return to sitting stance right outer forearm high 
section outward block without raising or lowering the 
arms and blocking at an angle of 450 to the right. 



 
53. Execute left waving kick and then … 



 
… return to sitting stance left outer forearm high section 
front block without raising or lowering the arms and 
blocking at an angle of 450 to the left. 



 
54. Execute sitting stance right back hand 

horizontal strike to the right s ide. 



 
55. Keeping the right striking arm in place, 

execute left middle section crescent kick 

striking the right palm. 



 
56. Chamber the kicking leg and … 



 
… execute left middle section s ide piercing kick.  
Perform moves 55 and 56 as a consecutive kick.



 
57. Lower the left foot forward (having turned 180 

degrees clockwise since move 55) into sitting 

stance left back hand horizontal strike to the 

left side. 



 
58. Keeping the left striking arm in place, execute 

right middle section crescent kick striking the 

left palm. 



 
59. Chamber the kicking leg and execute right 

middle section s ide piercing kick. Perform 

moves 58 and 59 as a consecutive kick. 



 
60. Lower the left foot forward (having turned 

1800 counter clockwise since move 57) into 

sitting stance right 9-shape block.



 
61. Execute sitting stance left 9-shape block. 



 
62. Turn 1800 clockwise, pivoting on the right foot 

into sitting stance right 9-shape block. 



 
63. Execute sitting stance left 9-shape block.



 
64. Turn 900 clockwise, pivoting on the right foot 

and moving the left foot towards the right into 

left vertical stance right side fist downward 

strike. 



 
65. Turn 900 counter clockwise, pivoting on the 

left foot and move the right foot back into left 

walking stance twin fist high section vertical 

punch. 



 
66. Turn 1800 counter clockwise, pivoting on the 

left foot and move the right back into left 

walking stance twin fist high section vertical 

punch.



 
67. Move the right foot next to the left foot, turn 

1350 counter clockwise, pivoting on the right 

foot and move the left foot forward into right 

L-stance knife hand middle section guarding 

block. 



 
68. Move the left foot next to the right foot, turn 

900 clockwise, pivoting on the left foot and 

move the right foot forward info left L-stance 

knife hand middle section guarding block. 

Shout ‘Yoo-Sin’. 



 
69. Move the right foot and return to ready 

posture: warrior ready stance B. 


